# Full Time Students

## Year 1

   Instructor: Tom Simms  

2. Course: **English Composition (ENGL 0930 N66 3ch)**  
   Instructor: Jane Casey  

3. Course: **Native Peoples of Canada: Part-1 (NATV 1220 N66 3ch)**  
   Instructor: Lucy Fowler  

   Instructor: Lisa Passante  
   Textbook: (a reading package to be assigned and available for purchase)
Year 2

1. Course: Intermediate Writing & Research (ENGL 2000 N66 6ch)
   Instructor: Michael Minor
   Textbook:

2. Course: Native Peoples of Canada: Part-2 (NATV 1240 N64 3ch)
   Instructor: Warren Bernauer
   Textbook:

3. Course: Introduction to Research Methods (SOC 2290 N66 6ch)
   Instructor: Jonathon Franklin
   Textbook: (a reading package to be assigned and available for purchase)

Year 3

   Instructor(s): Eveline Milliken
   Textbook(s):
Year 3 & 4

1. Course: **Field Focus: Community Development (SWRK 4200 N24 6ch)**  
   Instructor: Lisa Passante
   
   **Textbook:**
   
   

2. Course: **Field Focus: Criminal Justice (SWRK 4200 / 4300 N20 6ch)**  
   Instructor: Bridget Kozyra
   
   **Textbook(s):**
   
   
   

PART-TIME STUDENTS

Cohort 16, 17, 18

1. Course: **Field Focus: Mental Health (SWRK 4200 N21 6ch)**  
   Instructor: Jennifer Curtis-Klein
   
   **Textbook(s):**
   
   
### Cohort 18

1. Course: **Introduction to Research Methods (SOC 2290 N67 6ch)**  
   Instructor: Jonathon Franklin  
   Textbook: (a reading package to be assigned and available for purchase)

### Cohort 19

1. Course: **Aboriginal People and Social Work Practice (SWRK 4220 N66 6ch)**  
   Instructors: Deanna Halonen and Scott Turner  
   Textbooks(s):

### Cohort 20

1. Course: **Introduction to Sociology (SOC 1200 N66 6ch)**  
   Instructor: Jonathon Franklin  
   **NOTICE:** Once students redeem their access codes, they will have the option of purchasing a loose-leaf version for $20.
| Instructor: | Lisa Passante |
| Textbook: | (a reading package to be assigned and available for purchase) |

| 2. Course: | Introduction to Social Welfare Policy Analysis (SWRK 1310 N67 3ch) |
| Instructor: | Tom Simms |

**NOTE:** Textbooks are sold at Bannatyne and Fort Garry Campus bookstores. It’s always recommended to call the bookstore first and check if your textbooks have arrived and are ready for pick up.

**Call:** Forte Garry bookstore (main campus) at 204-474-8321 and Health Science bookstore (Bannatyne campus) at 204-789-3601.